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Abstract—As computer architecture continues to expand beyond software-agnostic microarchitecture to data center organization, reconfigurable logic, heterogeneous systems, applicationspecific logic, and even radically different technologies such
as quantum computing, detailed cycle-level simulation is no
longer presupposed. Exploring designs under such complex
interacting relationships (e.g., performance, energy, thermal, cost,
voltage, frequency, cooling energy, leakage, etc.) calls for a
more integrative but higher-level approach. We propose Charm,
a domain specific language supporting Closed-form High-level
ARchitecture Modeling. Charm enables mathematical representations of mutually dependent architectural relationships to be
specified, composed, checked, evaluated and reused. The language
is interpreted through a combination of symbolic evaluation (e.g.,
restructuring) and compiler techniques (e.g., memoization and
invariant hoisting), generating executable evaluation functions
and optimized analysis procedures. Further supporting reuse,
a type system constrains architectural quantities and ensures
models operate only in a validated domain. Through two case
studies, we demonstrate that Charm allows one to define highlevel architecture models concisely, maximize reusability, capture
unreasonable assumptions and inputs, and significantly speedup
design space exploration.
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I. Introduction
Computer architecture is evolving into a field asked to cover
a tremendous space of designs. From the smallest embedded
system to the largest warehouse-scale computing infrastructure, from the most well-characterized CMOS technology node
to novel devices at the edge of our understanding, computer architects are expected to be able to speak to the non-orthogonal
concerns of energy, cost, leakage, cooling, complexity, area,
power, yield, and of course performance of a set of designs.
Even radical approaches such as DNA-based computing [1]
and quantum architectures [2], [3] are to be considered. While
there are a great deal of well considered infrastructures to build
around when detailed cycle-level simulation is required, for
engineering questions that span multiple interacting constraints
or to extreme scales the best approaches are more ad-hoc.
Careful application of detailed simulation can accurately
estimate the potential of a specific microarchitecture, but
exploration across higher level questions always involves some

analytic models. For example, “given some target cooling
budget, how much more performance can I get out of an
ASIC versus an FGPA for this application given my ASIC
will be 2 tech nodes behind the FPGA?” The explosion of
domain-targeted computing solutions means that more and
more people are being asked to answer these questions accurately and with some understanding of the confidence in
those answers. While any Ph.D. in Computer Architecture
should be able to answer this question, when you break it
down, it requires a combination of a surprisingly complex set
of assumptions. How do tech node and performance relate?
What is the relationship between energy use and performance?
ASIC and FPGA performance? Dynamic and leakage power?
Temperature and leakage? Any result computed from these
relationships will rely on the specific relationships chosen, on
those relationships being accurate in the range of evaluation,
on a sufficient number of assumptions being made to produce
an answer (either implicitly or explicitly), and finally on that
the end result be executable to the degree necessary to explore
a set of options (such as for a varying parameter e.g., total
cooling budget).
Such analysis today is not supported in any structured form.
Typically it exists as a set of equations in an Excel spreadsheet
or perhaps as a set of handwritten functions in a scripting
language. Unfortunately, this comes with some issues. As simple as sets of mathematical relationships between quantities,
the lack of a common engineering basis for these models
have kept them from being swiftly and correctly constructed,
understood and applied in guiding new system designs. Some
models share a set of common relationships but they redefine
those symbols and equations often with subtle differences that
can be misleading if one is not careful. Some have implicit
constraints on one or more architectural quantities which may
lead to pitfalls if overlooked. Finally, one has to manually
convert these mathematical equations to executable functions
in order to evaluate the model and perform the design space
exploration, which can be error-prone and inefficient.
To address these issues we design and explore a declarative
domain specific language, Charm, to serve as a unified basis
for the representation, execution, and optimization of closed-

